RAPID DIAGNOSTICS www.osomtests.com

Trichomonas Rapid Test

FOR THE DETECTION OF TRICHOMONAS VAGINALIS ANTIGENS

FEATURES:

✓ ACCURATE; 83% sensitivity vs. culture; 95% agreement with culture and wet mount combined
✓ FAST; Results in 10 minutes or less
✓ SAMPLE; Vaginal Swabs
✓ OBJECTIVE; Detects the antigen; removes uncertainty associated with live organism instability
✓ TRAINING; Online training and certification; www.osomtraining.com
✓ CUSTOM CARE; Technical support staffed with certified medical technologists
TEST PROCEDURE / RESULTS

1. Add sample buffer to test tube.
2. Insert swab and mix.
3. Let stand 1 MINUTE.
4. Remove swab from test tube.
5. Insert test stick into extracted sample.
6. Let stand 1 MINUTE.
7. Read results at 10 MINUTES.

DESCRIPTION
- OSOM® TRICHOMONAS RAPID TEST
- TRICHOMONAS POSITIVE CONTROL KIT
- OSOM® VAGINITIS TRANSPORT SYSTEM (TRICH & BV)

CONFIGURATION
- 25 TESTS
- 50 SWAB SETS
- 182 (CE MARKED)
- 185

CATALOG #
- 181 OR 181E (CE MARKED)
- 182 (CE MARKED)
- 185

STORAGE
- ROOM TEMP
- ROOM TEMP

CPT CODE
- 87808QW